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Media content sharing as a value-based decision
Christin Scholz1, Mia Jovanova2, Elisa C Baek2,5,6 and Emily B Falk2,3,4
Exposure to media content (e.g. persuasive campaigns) affects
daily behaviors, but these effects are partially determined by
whether and how people who are exposed to the content share
it with their peers. To decide whether to share, potential sharers
need to compare and integrate diverse sources of information
including characteristics of the media content and various
social influences. What are the mechanisms that enable
sharers to make such complex decisions quickly and
effortlessly? We review evidence that sharing is preceded by a
value-based decision-making process supported by three key
characteristics of the so-called neural valuation system
(domain-generality, value integration, and contextdependence). Finally, we describe theoretical and
methodological advances that can be gained from
conceptualizing sharing as a value-based decision-making
process.
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anti-binge drinking information. As this example illustrates, when deciding whether to share media content
with others, potential sharers usually integrate at least two
types of information, namely information about the media
content itself [4,5] (e.g. its credibility, relevance, or usefulness) and about relevant social influences, including
perceived social norms or opinions expressed by peers, for
instance those the content could be shared with [6,7]. For
Anna, integrating two such inherently incomparable
inputs to decide what information to share is akin to
comparing proverbial apples and oranges. Despite this
complexity, in daily life, people make sharing decisions
relatively effortlessly and share media content without
laboriously weighing each pro and con of sharing. What
mechanisms make this possible?
Understanding the processes that lead to sharing is important. Sharing media content can profoundly impact attitudes and behaviors in large groups [8,9,10,11,12] by
selectively amplifying or changing effects of some, but
not other [5,8,9], pieces of media content on target
audiences in ways intended or unintended by the original
content creators [10,11,12].1 Social sciences and neurosciences have formally modeled increasingly complex
types of human decision-making, from simple choices
between two options to complex, context-dependent
decisions between multiple alternative options, taking
into account multiple decision-relevant attributes
[16,17]. These models identify key parameters and
mechanisms that drive decision-making across contexts
and can help to better understand and predict complex
real-world decisions about media content sharing. A
central concept in this literature is subjective value
maximization, a process by which decision-makers
choose the option that is perceived to be most valuable
given the available information. Here we discuss how
key characteristics of value-based decision-making and
the underlying neural mechanisms can support realworld sharing decisions.

Value-based decision-making and sharing

Introduction

In hundreds of neuroimaging studies, the extent to which
a stimulus was perceived as valuable by a participant
consistently scaled with brain activity within areas of the
so-called neural valuation system (Figure 1a, [18–20]),

Imagine a college student, Anna, whose friend, Julie, is
drinking too much alcohol, too quickly. Sharing information about the risks of binge drinking from a public health
media campaign may help Anna convince Julie to stop
drinking. Yet, the prevailing social norm among college
students tends toward pro-alcohol conversations [1–3] and
suggests that Julie may react unkindly if Anna shares the

1
Prominent examples of media content sharing on society are evident
across domains like politics and health. For instance, news stories shared
on social media played a significant role in recent democratic elections
(e.g. [5,13]) and the effectiveness of health-promotion campaigns partially depends on whether and how they are discussed socially
[10,14,15].
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(a) Neural activity associated with ‘value’ in ventromedial-prefrontal cortex (VMPFC) and ventral striatum (VS) meta-analytically defined based on
www.neurosynth.org, (b) Conceptual model of decision-making about information sharing under competing sources of influence.

including ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC) and
ventral striatum (VS). Activity in these brain regions in
response to a stimulus also predicts subsequent laboratory
choices [21,22] and real-world actions like donations [23].
Neural activity in value-related brain regions is also
centrally involved in decisions about information sharing
[24–26]. Yet, sharing research has yet to take full advantage of insights from basic decision-making research on
the parameters and mechanisms driving neural valuerelated activity. We highlight how three key characteristics of the neural value signal may support sharing
decisions (Sections ‘Domain-General Value and Value
Integration’ and ‘Context-Dependent Valuation of Media
and Social Influence’; Figure 1b) and describe implications of this psycho-physiological framework of sharing
for future research (Section ‘Theoretical implications and
future directions’).
Domain-general value and value integration

What might be going on in Anna’s brain as she decides
whether sharing information from the anti-drinking campaign with Julie is a valuable option? As illustrated above,
she may note, compare, and weigh the relevance of the
media content itself and anticipated social influences like
opinions and potential reactions of peers. At first glance,
Anna is comparing apples and oranges. Neuroscientific
research, however, suggests that the neural value signal is
domain-general, such that it allows the processing of
diverse decision inputs within one network of brain
regions. Further, neural value-related activity also allows
direct comparisons between inherently incomparable
inputs using a process called value integration.
Specifically, domain-generality means that the neural
valuation system encodes the subjective value of and
subsequently predicts behavioral responses to a wide
range of stimuli including primary, monetary, and social
rewards [18,19,27]. That is, decisions as diverse as
Current Opinion in Psychology 2020, 31:83–88

whether to eat a chocolate bar [28] and whether to donate
to a crowdfunding campaign [29] are, in part, supported
by overlapping regions of the brain. To this end, a large
number of functional connections between the neural
valuation system and other brain areas allow the valuation
system to collect information from computations that
occurred elsewhere in the brain in one set of regions to
compute their respective subjective values [30–34].
Domain-generality of the neural value signal extends to
decision inputs that are relevant to decisions about sharing such as Anna’s, including the evaluation of attributes
of the media content (e.g. Is the source credible?) and
social influence (What will my peers think about this
information?; for a review see Refs. [35,36]). Few studies have directly examined inputs to the neural value
responses during sharing decisions (e.g. neural valuation
of sharing as a function of media content or social influence; c.f [24,25,37]). However, work in other domains
demonstrates that value-related brain responses to media
stimuli like crowdfunding campaigns, New York Times
articles, and public health campaigns tracks with people’s
preferences for the content and subsequent behaviors
within study samples [24,38–40] and out-of-sample behaviors of large populations such as New York State smokers
[41] and users of crowdfunding websites [34]. Similarly,
effects of social influence on behavior are supported by
neural value-related activity. For instance, information
about social rewards, like learning that one’s actions
conform to group norms [42–46], enhances activity within
the neural value system [42,47]. This neural activity then
predicts whether or not people conform to social influence
[48,49]. In sum, the neural valuation system supports the
evaluation of choices based on both media content and
social influence and, thus, likely plays a crucial role in
sharing decisions (Figure 1b).
Yet, domain-generality in itself does not solve Anna’s
problem. Beyond processing media and social inputs to
www.sciencedirect.com
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her decision separately, Anna must compare and weigh
them against each other to maximize the value of her final
choice using all the available information. To support this
value integration process, the neural value signal represents diverse information in a comparable manner by
translating seemingly incomparable information onto a
common scale using a so-called common-currency signal
[30,50–52]. To understand this metaphor, imagine you
are an American being offered money for a service from
two potential international buyers. One offer is in Euros,
one in Pounds. Deciding which bid is more valuable,
requires an understanding of the exchange rate between
the currencies. As American, you are likely to convert
both offers into US Dollars, a common currency. The
neural value (or common-currency) signal provides such
exchange rates, even for seemingly incomparable inputs
like media content and social influence. Using the common-currency signal, decision-makers may upweight or
downweight the value assigned to features of one type of
input (e.g. the quality of arguments in an anti-drinking
campaign) depending on features of another influence
type (e.g. the attention span of a drunk conversation
partner) and thereby integrate them into one coherent
decision. Hence, the common-currency signal enables
decision-makers to choose the most valuable option by
integrating multiple, diverse inputs.
For sharing decisions, behavioral research has shown that
social influences affect the interpretation and perceived
importance of media content and vice versa [10]. The role
of neural value integration in this context has not been
tested directly. Yet, recent evidence suggests that this is a
fruitful direction for future work. Specifically, neural
value-related activity mediates effects of brain activity
within self-related and social processing areas to predict
sharing behavior [25], suggesting that the neural valuation
system integrates inputs from other regions during sharing decisions. To interpret these findings using Anna’s
example: Anna’s neural value signal may allow her to
integrate thoughts about potential consequences of sharing the anti-alcohol media campaign for herself (e.g. Will I
look knowledgeable or like a ‘know-it-all’?) and for her
relationship with Julie (e.g. Will Julie think I’m being
annoying or a good friend?). External information like
media content and social influence may inform evaluations of whether these internal motivations can be
achieved by sharing the anti-drinking campaign. Consistent with this value integration perspective, participants
of another study who were more successful at increasing
their neural value-related activity while viewing antidrinking campaigns using an emotion-regulation strategy
were also less susceptible to pro-drinking peer influence
in the following month [3]. That is, consciously boosting
effects of media content on behavior was associated with
reduced susceptibility to contradictory social influences.
This finding suggests that both types of influence rely on
one underlying process. In sum, extant evidence points
www.sciencedirect.com

toward a value integration role of the neural valuation
system when decision-makers consider social and media
influences. However, this theory has not been tested
conclusively in the context of sharing.
Context-dependent valuation of media and social
influence

Finally, an additional layer of complexity in sharing decisions is the fact that the same (mediated and social) inputs
can have different effects in different contexts. For
instance, Anna’s decision about whether to share anti-binge
drinking media information with Julie would be affected by
how long ago she saw the media campaign and whether it is
top of mind (‘temporal context’) and by whether she is
alone with Julie or with other drinking/non-drinking peers
(‘spatial context’). That is, the value that a piece of information contributes to a decision is not absolute, but relative
to relevant and irrelevant contextual information [53,54].
Similar to sharing behavior, the neural value signal is
affected by both temporal (information encountered previously) and spatial context (alternative decision options
available at the time of choice [17,55,56]). Specifically,
across species, neural value-related activity is partially
dependent on the value of alternative options/stimuli
[55]. For instance, the neural value assigned to eating an
apple increases with the subjective value of apples, but
decreases when alternative, highly valuable snack options
(e.g. chocolate bars) are available.
Context effects have also been found in the study of
sharing decisions. For instance, the size of a sharer’s
potential audience impacts the extent to which brain
regions, known to be important in sharing decisions,
are engaged during decisions about news sharing [7].
Further, while making sharing decisions about news
articles, participants wo identified as avid news readers
showed greater functional connectivity between the neural valuation system and brain areas often associated with
deliberate/effortful processing [57]. In sum, extant evidence suggests that a systematic integration of contextual
features into future research on value-based decisions
about information sharing may help to better understand
and predict sharing decisions.
Theoretical implications and future directions

In sum, extant evidence supports the idea that valuebased decision-making in the brain has key characteristics
which can support specific requirements of information
sharing decisions. Yet, many specific predictions made by
formal decision-making models have not yet been tested
in the sharing context. One example is the prediction that
the neural value signal encodes both social influence and
media content in a comparable manner and, thereby,
explains interactions between these types of influence
on media content sharing. In turn, studying sharing
through the lens of value-based decision-making and
paying special attention to individual characteristics of
Current Opinion in Psychology 2020, 31:83–88
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neural value-related processing has several theoretical
and methodological advantages.
First, the domain-generality of neural valuation suggests
that overlapping mechanisms drive previously separate
research lines focused on social influence [58] or media
content effects on sharing [4]. This calls for an overarching theoretical framework. To further develop this
research line, experiments should systematically vary
features of media content or social influence to assess
causal effects on neural value-related activity and sharing
behavior.
Second, the role of the neural valuation system in value
integration may explain how seemingly incomparable
types of influence like social influence and media content
are seamlessly integrated into daily sharing decisions.
This can help to explain and forecast real-world situations
such as Anna’s, in which decision-makers are confronted
with conflicting information from multiple sources. Relatedly, neural valuation as a summary signal of diverse
decision inputs is a useful methodological tool when
studying mechanisms of decision-making, because lay
participants struggle to report complex value integration
processes through self-report.
Finally, prior work has studied and theorized information
sharing behaviors separately in different domains such as
politics, health, and marketing which is inefficient.
Understanding and quantifying the context-dependence of
the neural value signal during sharing decisions allows for
future research to further understand and predict the
sharing of media content across contexts.
In sum, sharing can be conceptualized as a value-based
decision-making process, and formal tests that derive
from this conceptualization stand to advance both theory
and practice.
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